Abstract-The information has evolved rapidly over the World Wide Web in the past few years. To satisfy information needs, users mostly submit a query via traditional search engines, which retrieve results on the basis of keyword matching principle. However, a keyword-based search cannot recognize the meanings of keywords and the semantic relationship among the terms in the user's query; thus, this technique cannot retrieve satisfactory results. The expansion of an initial query with relevant meaningful terms can solve this issue and enhance information retrieval. Generally, query expansion methods consider concepts that are semantically related to query terms within the ontology as candidates in expanding the initial query. An analysis of the correct sense of query terms, rather than only considering semantic relations, is necessary to overcome language ambiguity problems. In this work, we proposed a query expansion framework on the basis of query sense analysis and semantics mining using computer science domain ontology, followed by working prototype of the system. The experts analyzed the results of system prototype over test dataset and Web data, and found a remarkable improvement in the overall search performance. Furthermore, the proposed framework demonstrated better mean average precision and recall values than the baseline method.
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, the volume of information over the World Wide Web (WWW) has been increasing continuously. Current search engines share this diverse information pool of the WWW and retrieve results by using simple keyword-based matching. These search engines cannot recognize the semantic relevance between search text and student query, thus receiving increased results that are irrelevant to computer science. In this situation, designing a system that interprets user search requirements correctly, rather than providing results by merely performing keyword-based matching, is challenging.
Query expansion is a technique that can be used for effective information searches to satisfy users" requirements. The query expansion process involves augmenting the initial user query with additional terms that are related to user requirements. Currently, among several query expansion techniques studied in [1] , ontology browsing is considered a prominent query expansion technique. Ontology provides semantics to plain text [2] ; thus, finding additional queryrelated concepts by exploring the semantic relations is useful in exploring semantic relations.
Focusing on computer science discipline, where data are unstructured and dispersed over WWW, this research work proposes an alternate sense-based semantic query expansion framework to overcome the word mismatch problem of keyword-based searches. Given a user query, the approach initially captures the set of senses for query terms. Then, the relevant concepts from ontology are extracted on the basis of term-sense data. Finally, the extracted concepts are used to expand the initial query for obtaining user-centric results.
Our approach extends the model presented in [3] via disambiguation of query term sense and semantic similarity strategy for selecting and ranking expanded terms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Existing techniques for query expansion based on ontology are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 outlines the major steps of our approach alongwith the ontologies used in the query expansion method. The query expansion framework is discussed, and the functionality of each component of the framework is clarified in Section 4. Section 5 details the experiment results and analysis of this work. Section 6 presents the conclusion and highlights the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Existing keyword-based search techniques have been used for retrieving information from large unstructured data on the WWW [4] . Such techniques retrieve results on the basis of matching the keywords from the user query. However, keyword-based techniques lack semantic orientation and cannot capture the user information requirements.
Query expansion is used to improve the performance of information retrieval system and retrieve results that are userrelevant. Ontology is useful in query expansion because it provides a means for discovering unstated concepts that can be used to expand the initial user query. Early works have explored the use of ontology in query expansion techniques that have been extended eventually in different ways, such as domain-specific ontology [5] [6] [7] , general ontology [8] [9] and linguistic expansion [10] [11] .
Bhogal, Macfarlane, & Smith in [12] have reviewed the role of ontology in discovering the terms for expanding seed query, whereas [13] provided a comprehensive overview of recent query expansion techniques for supporting an effective (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 9, No. 12, 2018 56 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org information retrieval. Authors in [14] contended that general and similar concepts related to the original query can be identified using thematic relations of ontology. The researchers used semantic relations and qualifiers (i.e., specified in seed query) to filter possible features for reformulation of a new expanded query. The work focused on geographical test data and queries and showed improvements in the accuracy of results. In [15] , authors leveraged ontology to obtain the rarely occurred opinions about a product. The authors are of the view that such opinion targets have high chance of relatedness with frequently occurred targets. The proposed hybrid architecture showed improved results over existing techniques using semantic data.
Regarding semantic expansion, Gan & Hong [23] explored Wikipedia knowledgebase and three corpuses (CACM, ADI and CISI) to extract the terms relationships. They constructed a Markov network to select the relevant candidates for query expansion. Their experimental results showed that the proposed method outperforms the baseline model. Another application of query expansion includes word sense disambiguation, in which linguistic knowledge is exploited to select the correct word sense. For example, authors in [16] tested the use of WordNet (a famous thesaurus for providing word senses, e.g., set of synonyms) in query expansion. Their method achieved a 57% disambiguation rate using the standard expansion procedure.
However, our approach differs from previous works in three aspects: first, we exploit linguistic knowledge to disambiguate the term senses accurately to support vocabulary mismatch issues. Second, we generate computer sciencerelevant concepts from the ontology. Finally, the extracted concepts are evaluated and selected using a graph-based similarity method to formulate a precise expanded query that reflects the users" information requirements.
III. OVERVIEW OF APPROACH
Our approach offers two expansion modes, namely, term sense disambiguation and semantic expansion. The former mode aims to solve the vocabulary mismatch problem, thus facilitating users to write textual queries in their own vocabulary. The latter expansion mode relies on ontology in selecting the concepts and relations that are relevant to user query. The rationale behind using two stages of expansion is that, the query itself makes the machine understand the user"s demands.
The major steps in our approach are presented as follows:
Step1: Submit the initial query to the system as a set of terms Q.
Step2: Convert the initial query into a standardize query Q = {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , . , q K } by removing the noise and stop-words, where |Q| = K. For instance, query "Algorithm for searching" can be represented as {{algorithm}, {searching}}.
Step3: Search thesaurus to extract set of senses Sq i = {s 1 Step4: For each element of Sq i , browse ontology to find number of relevant concepts and add them in set C i = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , …. , c M }, where |C i | = M. Thus, we obtain vector ⃗⃗⃗ , against each q i (see Fig. 1 ).
Step5: Calculate the semantic similarity score of each element of ⃗⃗⃗ against corresponding q i . Fig. 1 illustrates that each concept is assigned a similarity score. Step6: Expand the user query Q with concepts that achieves high similarity score.
Step7: Submit the expanded query to the information retrieval system for results.
In the present work, we use WordNet thesaurus and computer science domain ontology to reformulate the initial query, in an attempt to understand user requirements in semantic manner.
A. WordNet Lexicon
Many researchers have focused on using the WordNet lexicon for query expansion work. The lexicon represents precise word relationships that are further categorized into 26 types, such as hyponym and synonym. Miller first introduced the WordNet lexicon in 1995 [17] , while the latest available version is 3.1.
We use WordNet 3.1 and only focus on the synonymy relationships (namely, synsets) of the lexicon. These synsets provide a means for obtaining term senses to disambiguate user query.
B. Computer Science Domain Ontology
The use of computer technologies in our lives has caused the development of computer science as a distinct discipline. Computer science is an appealing discipline given the implementations that concern every aspect of life. Furthermore, this discipline has various sub-fields, such as database systems (the study of fundamental properties of relations and query processing) and programming languages (the study of approaches to describe problem-solving computations).
Ontology can be used in organizing the data in computer science discipline, thus enabling to browse relations among concepts semantically. We select the computer science domain ontology [18] developed at the University of Athens by Michael Sioutis and encoded in the web ontology language www.ijacsa.thesai.org (OWL). This ontology formally describes all branches of computer science (e.g., algorithms, artificial intelligence, programming languages, and data structures.) using relationships among these branches, such as hasPart and isPartOf. Figure 2 depicts the portion of the graphical hierarchy of domain ontology. This portion indicates the concepts and their relations. For example, the programming methodology and languages concept is related to the computer science concept via isPartOf relationship.
We use computer science ontology to extract concepts that are semantically related to user search query. The search results in using such concepts when added to original user query are better than the original query. IV. QUERY EXPANSION FRAMEWORK Figure 3 demonstrates an overview of the proposed framework for query expansion based on ontology. The framework is based on five main units, namely, user interface, query refinement, sensual semantic expansion, similarity inference, and query constructor components. These components are described in the following subsections, starting from the initial user query to generating final results. Our approach is based on expanding the initial query that focuses on sense disambiguation, computer science domain semantics, and use of semantic similarity method to filter the set of candidate expansion terms.
A. User Interfaces
The user poses initial search query Q and views the results returned by the information retrieval system via a user-view interface.
B. Query Refinement
Query refinement module adds several basic structures to the unstructured initial student query. The two basic operations of this component are tokenization and stemming. At the end of these operations, a pool of keywords (called standard query Q) from the initial student query has become available.
1) Tokenization:
Tokenization splits the query into words called tokens on the basis of a space character. Thus, we obtain two types of tokens, namely, word and space tokens. Furthermore, stop-words (e.g., the, a, and an) are removed from word tokens to obtain the query keywords.
2) Stemming: Stemming helps in identifying basic forms of query keywords by removing the affixes from each term. We use Porter stammer [19] to stem.
For example, for a given query Q = "an algorithm for sorting", the query keywords after tokenization are {sorting, algorithm}, and the stammer provides us with the standard form of query Q as {sort, algorithm}. 58 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
C. Sensual Semantic Expansion
Sensual semantic expansion (SEE) component supports the sense disambiguation of query Q and obtains a set of expansion terms (semantic concepts). The basic function is to match query term senses against computer science ontology concepts to find unstated concepts that imitate the user"s interest. The SSE module processing is conducted via two phases.
1) Term sense detection:
In this phase, multiple senses for each keyword of query Q are extracted via synsets of WordNet lexicon. These senses provide a means for referring to the same keyword in multiple ways. Moreover, this information helps in avoiding the retrieval of irrelevant candidate concepts for expansion.
2) Semantic concept identification: Given the query senses, this phase uses a knowledgebase (which in our case is computer science domain ontology) to discover the semantic concepts. Each sense of query keyword is matched with ontology concepts. If a match is found, then classes (concepts) related to matched ontology concept are extracted via hyponym and hypernym relationships.
Note that if match is found, then the SSE module omits ontology search for the remaining senses of a keyword; otherwise, it rejects a keyword. Algorithm1 describes the SSE sub-tasks. For each keyword of Q, the algorithm obtains the sense vectors, and sense data are used to extract concepts that are related to initial query Q.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for sensual semantic expansion
Input 
D. Similarity Inference
The inclusion of query senses during term sense detection task may return computer science concepts (i.e., semantics) that are loosely related to user requirements. For example, in query Q of our example, the system must provide the concepts that represent different techniques of list sorting. Thus, the identified semantic concepts must be analyzed to check whether these concepts are representative of the original query Q or not.
In this phase, we adopt a semantic similarity measure for the following purposes: (1) to arrange the query senses on the basis of their scores and (2) to select among the set of candidate expansion concepts (with high scores) recognized by the SEE component. We use Zhou similarity measure [20] to evaluate the similarity score of each query Q keyword against corresponding senses and expansion concepts. The scores obtained using Equation (2) show the relatedness of concepts with query Q. Moreover, we set k=0.5 to obtain a hybrid (i.e., path-based and information content-based) similarity value on the basis of the WordNet lexicon. 
E. Query Constructor
The query constructor component formulates the expanded query. It receives the list of high-similarity-scored concepts and combines them with initial query Q to create an expanded query.
The query after the expansion is then automatically posted to the information retrieval system, which retrieves results for the user.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The above mentioned approach (called SSE) is implemented with a prototype of a system that uses tools, such as NetBeans, Jena API, and ARQ engine. We aim to retrieve the most relevant information for the users without requiring to navigate through irrelevant results. To obtain the search results, we use Atire search engine [21] as basic retrieval model. We evaluate our approach using Communications of the ACM (CACM) test collection, which consists of documents from the domain of computer science [22] . In addition, we have extracted 50 queries from the CACM topics and have selected the top 20 expansion terms in our experiments.
A. Evaluation Metrics
To measure the effectiveness of retrieval, we use two metrics, namely, mean average precision (MAP) and recall. The MAP indicates the accuracy of retrieved results, whereas recall denotes the completeness of results. We define these measures as follows.
Where Q is the number of queries, R i represents total number of relevant documents for i-th query, P refers to precision, D j is the j-th document from top retrieved set of documents and r i reflects the number of relevant documents retrieved for i-th query.
B. Results Analysis
In the experiment, 80 computer science students (10 undergraduate, 30 graduate, and 40 postgraduate) were divided into 4 groups randomly. All of these groups were trained to retrieve results via the Atire search engine for queries that were expanded using our approach (SSE) and for the unexpanded queries (called baseline). In addition, the groups were required to record the score of relevant results (i.e., documents relevant to a given query) achieved using the SSE and baseline method. For the sensitivity analysis, the groups were requested to measure the relevancy score separately for the top 50 and top 100 retrieved results of each submitted query.
For the performance analysis, three measurement variants, namely, MAP@50, MAP@100 and Recall@100 were calculated. The difference among these measures is based on the analysis of the top N retrieved documents (where N can be 50 or 100). The results for baseline and SSE model in terms of MAP and Recall are summarized in Table 1 . The SSE approach achieved a considerable improvement over the baseline method in the MAP and recall values. When top 50 documents are retrieved, the SSE approach shows improvement about +10% in MAP as those of baseline method. The results trend is found very similar for top 100 retrieved documents. Moreover, we realize that SSE method can improve the recall measure about +26%, when 1000 documents are retrieved. This observation further confirms the effectiveness of proposed SSE system. The SSE approach is better than the baseline method given the following reasons: (1) SSE leverages user query senses at the initial stage. Therefore, the new approach helps in identifying the correct sense for the original query terms. (2)The SSE method avoids including unnecessary expansion terms by considering the computer science domain ontology and semantic similarity method.
The efficiency of the SSE procedure was further evaluated using Google, which is a search engine that is widely used by users. Table 2 reports the results measured with MAP and Recall for both Atire based and Google based SSE. An interesting observation is that the performance improvement in the Google-based SSE method is similar to the Atire-based SSE method for top 50 (MAP@50) and top 100 (MAP@100) retrieved documents. Therefore, the SSE approach can stably improve the retrieval accuracy for the Web-based search. By contrast, the Recall@100 result for the Google-based SSE is less substantial than the method implemented in the Atire toolkit but still much better than the baseline method (i.e., +15%). Finally, the results were plotted in a 2Dchart for the MAP and recall values. Fig. 4 displays that the SSE approach and Google-based SSE search outperform the baseline method. The results trend indicates that SSE method achieved better Recall value when Atire retrieval system is adopted, in contrast to Google-based retrieval. We believe the main reason for this is that the pool of expansion terms is kept small in size (20 terms). In Atire-based SSE, the fewer expansion terms provides an effective guidance in selection of relevant results. In this work, we have addressed the problem of accurate search by focusing on reformulating the user query to become self-explanatory. We have proposed a sensual semantic framework for query expansion and have used semantic structures i.e., ontologies. In particular, the SSE method helps in extracting the correct sense of a query term from WordNet ontology. The semantic expansion process takes place by browsing computer science ontology for additional terms related to query terms and query senses. The generated expansion terms are then analyzed using similarity inference to select terms closely related to query senses. Experts have evaluated our prototype on the CACM collection and the Atire search engine. Our system has obtained the optimal results for MAP@50, MAP@100, and Recall@100 using test dataset. Moreover, we have tested the capability of SSE system on WWW using Google search engine. The difference between the Atire-based SSE and Google-based SSE methods for MAP@50 and MAP@100 is insignificant. This comparative analysis indicates that our approach is also useful in retrieving precise information from a diverse information pool of WWW. Our model has outperformed the baseline method, thereby indicating that the concept of query sense analysis along with semantic expansion can provide a breakthrough in retrieving relevant information for users.
Our future work includes enhancing our prototype for large standard ontologies (in contrast to domain-specific ontology) and making the prototype available to researchers to test its authenticity and detailed analysis in various domains.
